requirements for graduation include a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.00 overall, in the major and in the minor, 120 credit hours, which must include both a minimum of 30 credit hours overall and 12 credit hours in upper-level courses in the major program from Old Dominion University, passage of the Exit Examination of Writing Proficiency, and completion of Senior Assessment. Additional elective hours may be needed in order to complete the minimum 120 credits required for the degree.

Entrance Writing Sample Placement Test: ________________

RECREATION AND TOURISM CORE:

Recreation and Tourism Core:

HE 224 Adv First Aid & Em Care __3 (HLT100, RPK 230 or 160)*
RTS 201 Rec Program & Leadership __3
RTS 211 Found/Rec and Leadership __3 (RPK 100)*
RTS 261 Intro Therap Recreation __3
RTS 271 Intro Rec & Tour Mgmt ____3 (RPK 120, TRV 100)*
RTS 301 Youth Development Thru Recreation __3
RTS 302 Facilitating Rec Exper __3
RTS 332 Personnel & Financial Mgmt __3 (RPK 201)*
RTS 366 Internship Seminar __1
RTS 368 Internship __12
RTS 425 Facility Mgmt & Design __3
RTS 482W Program Eval in Rec __3
RTS 485 Philosophy of Play __3

Pick one of the following two emphasis areas:

Recreation and Tourism Management

MGMT 325 Contemp Org/Mgmt __3
MKTG 311 Marketing Princ/Problems __3
RTS 433 or 490 Community Recreation Services/Convention Management Services __3
RTS 441 Serv&Oper Strat Tourism/Rec __3
RTS 461 Tourism & Hospitality Industry __3
RTS 475 Tourism & Cultural Heritage Management __3
RTS 491 Festival and Event Mgmt __3

Therapeutic Recreation

PSYC 203S Lifespan Development __3 (PSY 230, 231, 232 or 235)*
BIOL 250 Human Anatomy/Phys __3 (BIO 141 or 231)*
PSYC 405 Abnormal Psychology __3
RTS 410 Clinical Aspects Therapeutic Rec __3
RTS 420 Intervent Therapeutic Rec __3
RTS 430 Assessment & Documentation in Therapeutic Recreation __3
RTS 450 Disabilities Aging in Therap Rec __3

UPPER DIVISION GENERAL EDUCATION

Option A: Disciplinary Minor (a minimum of 12 hours determined by the department) or Second Major or Second Degree Option B: Interdisciplinary Minor (specifically 12 hours, 3 of which may be in the major) Option C: International Business and Regional Courses or an approved Certification Program such as teaching licensure. Option D: Six hours of elective upper-division courses from outside the College of Education and not required by the student’s major.